
Closing the Short Row  Gaps

Closing the gaps is not just filling in a holes in your row, each method has a specific purpose.

I use short rows to shape shoulder seams, sleeve caps, or specific shapes.  I also use them for the heels of 
my socks.

In the first case, sock heels ,for instance,  The short row gaps used in the more traditional methods are 
closed with the intention of turning over the stitch to go in a different direction, about 90 degrees.  The 
new “Sweet Tomato” heels uses stitch groupings of two, and therefore does turn quite as sharp.

In the second case, I  close the gaps to make as smooth a transition for my finishing knit or purl row as 
possible. The idea is NOT to see where you closed the gaps, or  put in the additional rows.

What’s the point?  You need to know what you intend to do with the gaps before you select a method of 
closure.

Closing the Heel Short Rows

.

In the illustration “A”, I have identified the loop (in Magenta) used to close the gap and turn the stitch 
for my heel.  This loop looks like a collar lying at the base of the stitch slipped at the beginning of the 
previous row.  In my tutorial on short row heels I call this the SPR (slipped stitch in previous row). 

In making my 90 degree turn I lift the collar onto the  left needle, knit it with the assistance of my left 
needle tip, and then pass the slipped stitch on my right needle over it.  The original stitch (green) to the 
left, REMAINS on the left needle.  Illustration “B” is the purl side.

* The slipped stitch in green, will be used on the next knit row to complete the process for the next gap 
stitch.

**For those of you who have used my heel tutorial you are familiar with this loop referred to as the 
“naked “ stitch, as it has been robbed of its collar. See “Short Row Heel with a Tweak” on my wevsite at 
www.idahostixandstrings.com
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Closing the Gaps For Shaping 

In this example , the gaps are being closed to complete 
a shape and form a smooth transition row. 

In the illustration to the left, I have raised the collar 
(magenta) stitch to the left needle and am  in the 
process of knitting it together wit h the slipped stitch to 
its left, or you might say it’s companion stitch.

Although I have just illustrated the knit side only, the 
procedure is the same for the purl side.  The only 
difference is that you are purling the collar and the 
slipped stitch or companion stitch together.

In the following tutorial I will refer to this move as 
“close  gap stitch.”  (CGS)

Closing the Gaps Swatch Tutorial

On the following page I have charted and written instructions for a swatch that will let 
you practice both closures in one shape.  The neat thing about this is that you can work  
“straight “ sides  as well as rounded corners.  

There are two main thoughts to remember;

 1. Turn gap st -(TGS)

 2.  Close gap st - (CGS)

Also - in order to keep you side edges straight, you must remember to slip the last st 
before the side st.  After knit or purling the two loops together, pass slip stitch over the 
newly made stitch.  

All the loops on the sides of you straight edge are additional stitches made just for this 
purpose.  Once you get the idea, it will be easy to spot them.  Working with a circle 
needle helps, as these stitches will ride on the flexible cord much easier than on a 
straight needle, and there will be less stress on them.



Short Row Swatch Practice Chart

Chart Key
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 Cast on Stitches

        Slip 1 ( with yarn in back),  YO (Knit side -wrap yarn over top of needle towards front, then go 
between needles and to the back); Purl side - Slip 1 (yarn in front) , YO ( wrap yarn over top of 
needle toward back, then bring to front between needles.

Knit side - Knit through back loop of YO.  Purl side, purl through front loop of YO.  In 
both cases it helps to use your index finger and thumb to roll the stitches forward or 
backward to create space in which to insert your needle tip.

Close gap.  Knit side - lift collar onto left needle, knit loop together with its companion.  
Purl side - lift collar onto left needle, purl it together with its companion.

Slip stitch

This indicates the connecting stitch for the straight sides. This stitch is worked exactly the 
same as the starred stitch you use to close the gaps.  Only this time you pass the slipped 
stitch on your right needle over it.  This creates the seam that closes the straight edge.

_ Stitches added for closing the straight 
sides

RowsStitch count

These boxes are blacked out to keep the stitch 

count correct.  Just ignore them.



Short Row Closure Swatch

*This pattern is written so that you will think of your short rows as pairs, thus the 1A, and 1 B, etc.

The first 3 sets of short rows you will be maintaining the same number of stitches in the center and 
adding stitches on each end that you enable you to close these straight edges.

Knitting abbreviations -

YO = yarn over as instructed

PSSO = pass slipped stitch on right needle over new stitch made

All other abbreviations are explained

Cast on 21 sts.  (I  use a purl cast on so that I have a knit side facing me when I turn.  This is just a 
preference.  For the sake of this practice is doesn’t matter).

Working the straight edges-

Row  1 A   Slip 1, YO ( bring yarn over the top of the needle to the front then bring the yarn between 
the needles to the back,  knit 20.  Turn.  (22 sts)

Row  1 B.  Slip 1, YO ( bring yarn over the top of the needle to the back then bring the yarn between 
the needles to the front), purl 19.  Purl into front loop of YO.  * It helps if you roll the loop forward 
with your thumb and index finger of the left hand.  Turn.   (23sts)

Row  2 A.    Slip 1, YO,  knit 19.  Knit through back loop of YO.  Turn.  (24 sts)

Row  2 B.   Slip 1, YO, purl 19.  Purl YO.  Turn.  (25 sts)

Row 3 A.    Slip 1, YO,  knit  19.  Knit  YO through back loop.  Turn.  (26 sts)

Row 3 B.    Slip 1, YO,  purl  19.  Purl YO.  Turn.  (27 sts)  

Building the  curve-

Row 4 A.   Slip 1,  knit 19.  Knit through back  loop of YO.  Turn.

Row 4 B.   Slip 1,  purl 19.  Turn.

Row 5 A.  Slip 1, knit 18.  Turn.

Row 5 B.   Slip 1,  purl 17.  Turn.

Row 6 A.  Slip 1, knit 15.  Turn.

Row 6 B.   Slip 1,  purl  13.   Turn.

* The illust.  at left shows you what the piece 

looks like at this point, when all the stitches 

are resting on the circle needle cord.



Turning it over and starting down the other side.

Row 7 A.  Slip 1, knit 12.  CGS (close gap stitch, see pg #2), slip next st (knitwise),  Work TGS.    
Turn(see pg #1).   * There are 5 stitches left on left needle.

Row 7 B.  Slip 1, purl 13,  slip 1 (purlwise), work  TGS.   Stop!!! DO NOT TURN, slip the original slip 
stitch on to your right needle, work another TGS.   Turn.  5 st left on left needle.

Why the second repeat is necessary - if you will look at the chart, you will notice that the right side 
had one more slipped stitch turn than the left.  So…. In order to make sure that we have equal 
numbers of stitch left on the needles on both sides, this  move is necessary.  I tried other methods to 
take care of it, but this was the most efficient.

Row 8 A.  Slip 1, knit 16;  slip 1, work TGS    Turn.  4 Loops left on left needle.

Row 8 B.   Slip 1,  purl 17; slip 1 , work TGS.  Turn

Row 9 A.   Slip 1, knit 18; slip 1 , work  CGS;  psso.  Turn    (2 loops left)

* This row begins joining the straight stitched to the main shape.

Row 9 B.   Slip 1, purl 19; slip 1 , work  CGS; psso.  Turn   

Row 10 A.  Slip 1, knit 19, slip 1, work CGS;  psso.    (1 st left..)

Row 10 B.  Slip 1, purl 19, slip 1, work CGS;  psso. Turn.

Row 11 A.  Slip 1, knit 19, Slip 1, work CGS;  psso.  Turn

Row 11 B.  Slip 1, purl 19, slip 1, work CGS;  psso. Turn  [ 21sts on needle]

Opt 12 row.  You can bind off  here or start over using the 21 sts left on you needle.

The left photo below is the finished product.  The one on the right is a result of making 3 on the 
original cast on stitches.    Hummmm???????  I feel a puppet coming on!!!


